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Abstract: 

This paper aims to analyse emblematic sources from the Golden Age of literature in 

High Medieval Iceland, such as Íslendingabók, from the point of view of the ideology 

of power, in order to compare the findings to those from other sources of the time. If 

in Norway towards the 13th century all power gravitated around the person of the 

King and the institution of the court, in Iceland the political situation from the 

assembly of the Alþingi in 930 up to the country’s annexation (1262) was wholly 

different, owing to the different political organization of the Old Icelandic 

Commonwealth (Þjóðveldið). The Icelandic political milieu has not been researched 

very extensively from the point of view of political ideology, as one of the pioneers of 

this approach, Jón Viðar Sigurðsson noted. There is much to be said on the subject of 

the worthiness of the Icelandic Family sagas as useful in describing the political 

ideology of power due to their role as both historical and literary sources. These 

skaldic texts were sponsored with specific purposes by rulers who understood how 

songs and stories could improve a leader’s position and prestige. As a similarity to 

the literature sponsored by the kings of Norway, the texts created in Iceland during 

the literary miracle of the Middle Ages had a greater importance for those chieftains 

who did not enjoy a strong position, who were either attempting to legitimate 

themselves as rulers of newly usurped positions, or who were threatened by stronger 

neighbouring rulers. 
 

Rezumat: 

Scopul acestei lucrări este de a analiza surse din Epoca de Aur a literaturii din 

Islanda medievală, cum ar fi Íslendingabók (Cartea Islandezilor) din punctul de 

vedere al ideologiei puterii, cu scopul comparării rezultatelor cu analize ale altor 

izvoare ale vremii. Dacă în Norvegia către sfârșitul secolului al 13-lea toată puterea 

politică gravita în jurul persoanei regelui și a instituției Curții regale, în Islanda 

situația politică de la întrunirea Althing-ului din anul 930 p.Chr. până la anexarea 

țării de către Norvegia (1262) a fost cu totul diferită. Aceasta s-a datorat organizării 

politice diferite a vechiului stat Islandez liber (Þjóðveldið). Mediul politic islandez 

din perioada Evului Mediu nu a fost cercetat amănunțit din punctul de vedere al 
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ideologiei politice, după cum aprecia unul din pionierii acestei abordări, istoricul Jón 

Viðar Sigurðsson. Ar exista multe aprecieri de făcut în legătură cu oportunitatea 

utilizării unor surse cum ar fi saga de familii islandeze drept izvoare pentru 

identificarea unor elemente de ideologie politică, datorită rolului lor atât de sursă 

literară cât și istorică. Aceste texte scaldice au fost sponsorizate de către conducători 

care erau conștienți de puterea unor saga de a le mări prestigiul. Ca o asemănare cu 

literatura promovată de către regii Norvegiei, aceste texte create în Islanda în timpul 

miracolului literar al Evului Mediu aveau o importanță mult mai mare pentru acei 

șefi locali islandezi care nu beneficiau de o poziție politică prea puternică, aceștia 

încercând astfel să se legitimeze drept conducători ai unor fiefuri uzurpate, sau 

folosit puterea propagandistică a saga drept mijloc de apărare împotriva unor vecini 

amenințători. 
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Introductory aspects 

Probably one of the best known literary production of Medieval Iceland 

and the earliest vernacular prose work1 is the Book of Icelanders (also known 

as Saga of the Icelanders or Libellus Islandorum). It was written in Old Norse2 

by Ari fróði Þorgilsson (1067–1148) during the early 12th century (circa 

1122-1133), and is regarded by most scholars as the first history of Iceland 

and the foundation of Icelandic literature. The manuscripts are preserved at 

the Árni Magnússon Institute for Icelandic Studies in Reykjavik in two 

documents (AM 113 a fol and AM 113 b fol) copied in the 17th century by 

priest Jón Erlendsson at the indications of Bishop Brynjólfur Sveinsson 

(14th September 1605 – 5th August 1675) of Skálholt from an original copy 

from the 12th century that had been lost afterwards.  

Ari Þorgilsson, the celebrated author of Íslendingabók was praised by 

Snorri Sturluson as “truly learned about past events both here and 

abroad…eager to learn and having a good memory” as well as having a 

“perceptive intellect” 3. Despite such examples of praising, more modern 

                                                 
1 Judy Quinn, "From orality to literacy in medieval Iceland” in Margaret Clunies Ross, Old 
Icelandic Literature and Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 30-60. 
2 In the present work I shall be using the translated version of Siân Grønlie, Íslendingabók. 
Kristni Saga, Viking Society for Northern Research (London: University College London, 
2006).  
3 Einar Haugen (ed.), First Grammatical Treatise: The Earliest Germanic Phonology, 2nd ed., 
(London: 1972), 12-13, 32-33 and Snorri Sturluson, Íslenzk fornrit (Reykjavík: 1933), 5-7, apud 
Grønlie, ix. 
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commentators have found Ari’s Íslendingabók lacking in details and 

breadth. Siân Grønlie, in the introduction to his translation of the saga, 

considers that this fault of narrowness of Íslendingabók is owed to the 

“ideological basis” that lied behind the writer’s intentions, namely his 

partiality regarding certain families or chieftains4. Unlike family sagas or 

the Norwegian king’s sagas, Íslendingabók remarkably avoids elaborate or 

detailed references to myths (with the exception of the second appendix) or 

to Christian bias in its first folios, even including historical genealogies and 

lists of law-speakers and bishops, therefore being one of the medieval 

Icelanding writings closest to modern historical works5. 

 

                                                 
4 Grønlie, x. 
5 Diana Whaley, „A useful past: historical writing in medieval Iceland” in Ross, 161-202.  
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Figure 1. First page of Íslendingabók from AM 113 b fol. 1r, source: 

https://handrit.is/  

Political Power, Context and Purpose in Íslendingabók 

The Book of the Icelanders is divided in ten chapters with a 

Prologue in the beginning and a Genealogy at the end (the last two 

chapters are also lists of the bishops and lawspeakers of Iceland). What 

interests the present study the most are instances where the political 

ideology behind the organisation of Iceland are explained. In one of the few 

studies on the political ideology of Iceland, Norway and the Orkneys, the 

historian Jón Viðar Sigurðsson points to the fact there have been few 

analyses of political ideology from this comparative perspective6. The same 

                                                 
6 Jón Viðar Sigurðsson, „Kings, Earls and Chieftains. Rulers in Norway, Orkney and Iceland 
c. 900-1300” in Gro Steinsland, Jón Viðar Sigurðsson, Jan Erik Rekdal, Ian Beuermann (eds.), 

https://handrit.is/
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scholar compares the characteristics of chieftains in Icelandic family sagas 

(such as Íslendinga saga) as well as contemporary sagas (Sturlunga saga, 

Orkneyinga saga) to the qualities of kings found in sources such as 

Heimskringla, Sverris saga and Hákonar saga Hákonarsonar, to conclude that 

“there was a fundamental difference between kings on the one hand, and 

earls and chieftains on the other, even though the same terms were used to 

describe their personal abilities. The king was above all other men”7 and 

that later these differences became redundant as the kings legitimized their 

power by divine grace8. The question arises to what extent Ari Þorgilsson’s 

Íslendingabók prescribes certain important qualities of political leaders, and 

whether these may be found in similar Icelandic or Norwegian sources. 

Given the importance of law in Icelandic society,9 a short digression 

on the legislative setting is require before delving more deeply into the 

political milieu of Commonwealth Iceland. The written law played an 

important part in the political evolution of Iceland, as law dictated in the 

relations between the goðar, Church and the people. In Íslendingabók it is 

mentioned that the first law code of Iceland was introduced by Úlfljótr, a 

Norwegian,10 around the year 930. This law was written after the model of 

the Gulaþingslög, a 10th century law code of Norway (the “log” of the Gulaþing, one of 

the earliest Norwegian assemblies that took place on the west coast of the 

country)11. This law of Úlfljótr was changed in local things before the 

Althing was established, by which time the code of Icelandic laws became 

the collection later known as Grágás (Gray Goose Laws, called so due to 

their antiquity, or because they had been written in goose quill or bound in 

                                                                                                                            
Ideology and Power in the Viking and Middle Ages. Scandinavia, Iceland, Ireland, Orkney and the 
Faroes (Boston: Brill, 2011), 70. 
7 Ibid., 101. 
8 Ibid.  
9 The widespread assumption exists that early medieval Icelandic society was one of free 
farmers that maintained its cohesion in spite of the absence of a monarch and of a large 
number of what could be considered barons or nobles, thus constituting one of the earliest 
example of a liberal society. See Thomas J. McSweeney, „Writing Fiction as Law: The Story 
in Grágás”, Paper presented at the 2014 Law and Humanities Junior Scholar Workshop, 
Columbia Law School, The Center for the Study of Law and Culture, on-line at 
http://www.law.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/microsites/gender-
sexuality/mcsweeney.gragas.5.14.14.docx , accessed 8 May 2017, 18:41 PM.  
10 Íslendingabók, chapter II.  
11 Jón Viðar Sigurðsson, “Changing Layers of Jurisdiction and the Reshaping of Icelandic 
Society c. 1220-1350” in Juan Pan-Montojo, Fredrik Pedersen (eds.), Communities in European 
History: Representations, Jurisdictions, Conflicts (Pisa: Pisa University Press, 2007), 174 (pp. 
173-187). 

http://www.law.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/microsites/gender-sexuality/mcsweeney.gragas.5.14.14.docx
http://www.law.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/microsites/gender-sexuality/mcsweeney.gragas.5.14.14.docx
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goose skin parchment)12. After 1264, when Iceland was annexed by 

Norway, the Grágás were replaced initially by Járnsíða (introduced seven 

years after the annexation, the rather repressive Ironside laws were rapidly 

dropped in 1282) and then by Jónsbók, also based on the Norwegian 

National Law but with major modifications regarding royal taxation and 

copying some parts of the municipal law. Concomitantly, the Church in 

Iceland adopted the Christian Law (kristinréttr) between 1122 and 1133, 

which was replaced in the Althing after 1275 with a new reformed law13. 

From Íslendingabók we learn, first of all, that those who spoke in the 

Althing – on the occasion of modifying the local calendar, be they höfðingi 

or not – were sagacious men: “they were both very wise men” (chapter IV). 

Little other information is offered in the early chapters regarding 

chieftainship or the chieftain’s relations to the King of Norway. The 

relations between the Icelanders and the Norwegian monarchy stands out 

in regards to the process of the Christianization of the country (Siân 

Grønlie advises that Íslendingabók may be read entirely as an ecclesiastical 

or missionary history14). Thus we find out that King Óláfr Tryggvason (ca. 

960-1000) felt offended when the missionary Þangbrandr returned 

unsuccessful from Iceland15. The King’s political ambition of having a 

united, subdued and Christian Iceland explain his harsh reaction, as he 

wanted “to have those … who were there in the east maimed or killed for 

it”16. This shows that in Arni’s time (the first half of the 12th century) there 

existed the perception that the king of Norway had seen it as his duty to 

Christianize and eventually control Iceland, a country where many 

Norwegians resided but one that was outside the power of the king. Hence 

it could be argued that around the middle of the 12th century Christianity 

was imagined as a vector for the expansion of the Norwegian king’s power. 

This hypothesis is aided by the argument that Íslendingabók, with its 

references to Iceland as a distinct realm, represents a nation-building 

                                                 
12 The Grágás are preserved in two manuscripts – which are actually two different versions 
of it – Konungsbók (Copenhagen, Royal Library, GKS 1157 fol, written circa 1260) and 
Staðarhólsbók (Reykjavík, Árni Magnússon Institute for Icelandic Studies, AM 334 fol, written 
circa 1280). 
13 Sigurðsson 2007, 175. 
14 See the introductory study in Grønlie, xli-xlv. 
15 Íslendingabók, chapter VII. 
16 Ibid. 
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document in the context of the “emergent sense of Icelandic identity in the 

early twelfth century”17.  

Returning to the qualities of political leaders in Iceland as evident in 

Íslendingabók , we learn that Skapti fióroddsson (who became lawspeaker 

and held the office for 27 years, when his uncle, Grímr Svertingsson, from 

Mosfell, bestowed upon him the office due to his voice becoming hoarse), 

was appreciated as a just ruler and a peace promoter: he created a Fifth 

Court for appeals against cases in which witnesses or where juries could 

not reach a decision, decreed that nobody could be pronounced guilty for a 

murder except the killer, exiled or outlawed chieftains and powerful men 

who were guilty of violence or crime18. Justice represents a desirable 

attributes for kings too. It appears as one of the king’s most important 

attributes in Konungs skuggsjá, together with wisdom19. Justice is part of the 

four cardinal virtues existent in medieval political thought, together with 

prudence, temperance and fortitude; in the medieval political ideology, a 

just ruler gives everyone his due (according to the famous dictum: suum 

cuique tribuere20), as detailed by Engelbert of Admont’s De regimine 

principium and other 13th century works of ethics and philosophy21. 

 Bishop Gizurr (in office 1082-1118) is likewise lauded for his 

achievement of having introduced the tithe. This is praised in Íslendingabók 

as an accomplishment that had been possible thanks to the popularity of 

Bishop Gizurr and the persuasion of Sæmundr22. Ari admits that 

convincing the population to correctly declare the value of their possession 

in order for it to be taxed required great political skill and obedience on 

behalf of the Icelanders towards Gizzur. Therefore it seems safe to assume 

that Bishop Gizzur possessed the qualities of a chief. Scholar Siân Grønlie, 

in one of the notes to his joint edition of Íslendingabók and Kristni saga23, 

                                                 
17 Grønlie, xxiv. 
18 Íslendingabók, chapter VIII. 
19 See Sverre Bagge, The Political Thought of the King’s Mirror (Odense: Odense University 
Press, 1987), 94-95, 108-109. 
20 This Latin phrase comes from Aristotelian philosophy and has been made famous by 
Cicero in De Natura Deorum where he says "Iustitia suum cuique distribuit" (III, 38) and also 
by being included in Emperor Justinian’s Institutiones „iuris praecepta sunt haec: honeste 
vivere, alterum non laedere, suum cuique tribuere” (1,1,3-4). 
21 István P. Bejczy, The Cardinal Virtues in the Middle Ages. A Study in Moral Thought from the 
Fourth to the Fourteenth Century (Boston: Brill, 2011), 213. 
22 Íslendingabók, chapter X. 
23 Grønlie, 71. 
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points out that in quite a few sagas Bishop Gizzur is presented as a possible 

chief, Viking chieftain and even king. Thus, in Hungrvaka (found in Íslenzk 

fornrit, Reykjavík, 1933, XV 1624) we are told that: “Everyone wished to sit 

or stand as he commanded, young and old, rich and poor, women and 

men, and it was right to say that he was both king and bishop over the land 

he lived”25. To this example, Siân Grønlie juxtaposes Haraldr Sigurðarson’s 

praise of Gizzur: “‘He could be a viking chieftain, and has the makings for 

it. Given his temperament, he could be a king, and that would be fitting. 

The third possibility is a bishop, and that is probably what he will become, 

and he will be a most outstanding man”26 (from Morkinskinna27).  

 
Figure 2. The Constitutional structure of the Icelandic Commonwealth after ca. 

1030. Source: Gunnar Karlsson, The History of Iceland (Minneapolis: University 

of Minnesota Press, 2000), 23. 

 

Ari also praises Gizzur’s great administrative capabilities in establishing 

the first Icelandic episcopal see at Skálholt, endowing it with lands as well 

as other possessions and for giving up his land for the creation of a second 

Icelandic bishopric, according to the indications received from Norway. 

Another accomplishment and proof of good administration was the census 

held during Gizzur’s time “and at that time there were a full 840 in the 

Eastern Fjords Quarter, and 1200 in the Rangá Quarter, and 1080 in the 

                                                 
24 Hið íslenzka fornritafélag (The Old Icelandic Text Society) founded in 1928 published 
many editions of Icelandic sagas with rich comments and introductions. 
25 Grønlie, 71. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Theodore M. Andersson, Kari Ellen Gade (transl.), Morkinskinna. The Earliest Icelandic 
Chronicle of the Norwegian Kings (1030–1157), Islandica 51 (New York: Ithaca,  2000), 255, 
quoted in Grønlie, 71.  
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Breiðafjǫrðr Quarter, and 1440 in the Eyjafjǫrðr Quarter”28. Such examples 

of good governance that are found in Íslendingabók are comparable to 

descriptions of chieftains. For example, in Sturlu saga it is said that Oddi 

Þorgilsson was “better spoken than most other men” and vitr, “clever”29. 

Historian Jón Viðar Sigurðsson shows that most sagas only ascribe one 

quality to the Icelandic chieftains of renown, while the earls of the Orkneys 

are portrayed with two to four features and the kings of Norway with five 

to six characteristics30. Judging by these standards, Bishop Gizzur’s 

description in Íslendingabók is similar to that of the early earls in Orkneyinga 

saga31. Perhaps this is explainable because he was a bishop whose power 

and scopes were greater than those of a chieftain, and whose lineage 

(genealogy) was nobler than that of a simple chief. 

In regards to wisdom, culture and education as attributes of leader, 

Íslendingabók only refers to such qualities as belonging to certain notable 

men that spoke in the Althing – as seen above – and to bishops. Thus, 

Bishop Ísleifr of Skálholt (1056-1080), described as “far abler than other 

clerics”32, and as having attracted the admiration of many chieftains who 

sent their sons to study with him (two of whom, the source tells us, later 

became bishops), therefore proving the value they ascribed to education. 

The fact that Bishop Ísleifr’s three sons became chieftains is also presented 

as a merit of their father’s renown33, and Ari mentions – as an act of 

reverence – that he personally had been present at Bishop Ísleifr’s death 

when he was only 12 years old and that it “was on a Sunday, six nights 

after the feast of Peter and Paul, eighty years after the fall of Óláfr 

Tryggvason”34. Discussing wisdom as an attribute in the sagas, Jón Viðar 

Sigurðsson observes that: 

 

                                                 
28 Íslendingabók, chapter X. 
29 Sturlu saga, Sturlunga saga, Ch. 6, apud Sigurðsson 2011, 73. 
30 Sigurðsson 2011, 73-74. 
31 Such as, for example, that of Earl Erlendr Haraldsson, who “went off on Vikings trips. He 
was an exceptional man, talented in almost every way, open-handed, gentle, always ready 
to take advice and much loved by his men, of whom he had a large following” Hermann 
Pálsson and Paul Edwards (eds.), The history of the Earls of Orkney, (London: Penguin 
Classics, 1981), 184 apud Sigurðsson 2011, 73. 
32 Íslendingabók, chapter IX. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid. 
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The most common word for describing wisdom in the Old 

Norse sources is vitr, and in a few episodes a person is depicted as 

stórvitrir or allra manna vitrastr. None of these words were, however, 

reserved for secular leaders only, not even the terms stórvitr or allra 

manna vitrastr. […] It is obvious that because of the king’s superior 

position he had to be cleverer than other men. It is, however, more 

difficult to explain why the sagas attach such small importance on the 

earls’ shrewdness. […] However, to be a good military leader one also 

had to be intelligent. Thus the sagas underline the earls’ wisdom 

indirectly.35 

 

Bishop Ísleifr position as wise church leader (officially he was a missionary 

bishop, in partibus infidelibus, not a see holder) means that he was learned 

man, so this trait was something that was expected of him as an 

ecclesiastical leader. This description of him could also be used as an 

example to argue that in Ari’s time greater emphasis was laid on the role of 

bishops as state-builders in the earlier history of Iceland than on the role of 

chieftains, or, on the contrary, to prove Ari’s bias in favour of the role of 

Christianity and the Church in earlier times in Iceland. 

 

                                                 
35 Sigurðsson 2011, 73. 
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Figure 3. A goði leading the people during a sacrifice to Thor. Painting by J. L. 

Lund, Source: http://www.arild-hauge.com/arild-hauge/j-l-lund+offerscene.jpg 

 

Wisdom as a character train stands out in Hákon saga Hákonarsonar where 

the king is presented not only as wise but also as well educated and having 

a culture that permitted him to read Latin as well as Old Norse, and as a 

patron of the letters who commissioned translations of riddarasögur into 

Old Norse36. In his study of Konungs skuggsjá, Sverre Bagge found that “the 

king’s virtue above all was wisdom…. ‘Fyrir þui at… gud hefir gefit þier 

spekt ok manuit. Þa gættu rikisstiornar med uitrligu rettdæmi…’”37. While 

                                                 
36 See Costel Coroban, “Shaping Medieval Political Ideology in High Medieval Norway: 
King Hákon Hákonarson as Patron of Letters and Knight-Erudite” Annals of the „Ovidius” 
University of Constanta – Political Science Series 5 (2016), 139-156. 
37 “Because I find that God has given you wisdom and understanding, I charge you to 
govern wisely and justly” Konungs skuggsjá part III, apud Bagge, 90.  
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Bishop Ísleifr in Íslendingabók is commended for his wisdom in a more 

practical manner (his intelligence having attracted high born students and 

having allowed him to consolidate the first bishopric of Iceland), the 

quality of wisdom described in Konungs skuggsjá is from the Old Testament 

and follows the model offered by the medieval philosophical model of the 

four virtues38. In Konungs skuggsjá an allegory of Wisdom describes all that 

wisdom helps in, including practical matters such as agriculture, trade, 

economic development, art, schools and education but also judgement and 

law, therefore both pragmatic as well as idealistic matters39. In 

Íslendingabók, Bishop Gizzur’s wisdom and prestige is likewise praised 

when Ari points out that it was he who recommended the consecration of 

Þorlákr Þórhallsson as Bishop of Skálholt, despite being ill and not being 

able to attend the Althing: “…everyone acted in accordance with his 

instructions, and this was obtained because Gizurr himself had urged it so 

strongly; and Þorlákr went abroad that summer and returned out here the 

next, and had then been consecrated bishop”40.  

 One very important point when discussing the ideology of power in 

Íslendingabók is the depiction of the Norwegian monarchy in this source. It 

is worthwhile to mention that there is little evidence, if any, of a 

contestation of any of the actions of the monarch. On the contrary, Ari 

seems to implicitly approve of the policy of the Norwegian monarch. A 

sign of reverence to Norwegian institution of kingship is the fact that dates 

are calculated according to the rule and lives of different Norwegian kings. 

There are many examples of this kind of devotion in Íslendingabók. For 

example, we are told from the beginning that “Ísland byggðist fyrst ór 

Norvegi á dögum Haralds ins hárfagra…”41, that Ingólfr brought the law to 

Iceland “when Haraldr the Fine-Haired was sixteen years old”42 and that 

the colonisation of the island was completed in six decades, when Hœngr 

from Rangá became lawspeaker “one or two years before Haraldr Hárfagri 

died, according to the reckoning of wise men”43. In the last example we 

                                                 
38 István P. Bejczy, The Cardinal Virtues in the Middle Ages. A Study in Moral Thought from the 
Fourth to the Fourteenth Century (Boston: Brill, 2011), 215. 
39 Bagge, 91.  
40 Íslendingabók, chapter X. 
41 “Iceland was first settled from Norway in the days of Haraldr the Fine Haired…”,  
Íslendingabók, chapter I. 
42 Íslendingabók, chapter I. 
43 Íslendingabók, chapter III. 
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find out that the wise men of Iceland awarded great importance to the rule 

of King Haraldr, therefore positioning the Norwegian monarch as the main 

authority they looked to. In Íslendingabók we are also told that the 

Christianisation of Iceland took place the year “Óláfr Tryggvason fell… 

fighting the king of the Danes, Sveinn Haraldsson, and the Swedish Óláfr, 

son of Eiríkr at Uppsala, king of the Swedes, and Eiríkr Hákonarson, who 

was later earl in Norway”44. In this example we see not only a reference to 

the king of Norway, but also to the most important leaders of the time, 

which was probably aimed to emphasize the importance of the event of the 

adoption of the Cross in the country’s history. The insinuation remains that 

this crucial event is also linked to the figure of the Norwegian king, the 

author implying that the success of the Christianization of Iceland could be 

seen as the crowning of King Óláfr  Tryggvason’s efforts at the end of his 

rule and life, completing the circle opened by Ari in the beginning of 

Íslendingabók’s chapter VII: “King Óláfr, son of Tryggvi, son of Óláfr, son of 

Haraldr the Fine-Haired, brought Christianity to Norway and to Iceland”45. 

 
Figure 4. King Haraldr Hárfagri (c. 850 – c. 932) receiving Norway out of his 

father's hands in an illumination from Flateyjarbók (GkS 1005 fol.). 

                                                 
44 Íslendingabók, chapter VII. 
45 “Óláfr konungr Tryggvasonr, Óláfssonar, Haraldssonar ins hárfagra, kom kristni í Norveg 
ok á Ísland”, Íslendingabók, chapter VII.. 
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Other examples of using the reign of Norwegian kings as reference 

points appear when we are told that the revered lawspeaker Skapti 

Þóroddsson, nephew of lawspeaker Grímr Svertingsson, “died in the same 

year that Óláfr the Stout fell, son of Haraldr, son of Goðrøðr, son of Bjǫrn, 

son of Haraldr the Fine-Haired, thirty years after Óláfr Tryggvason fell”46. 

Just like in the previous example, the reference does not simply allude to 

one Norwegian king, but to an entire lineage of rulers, eventually as far 

back as Haraldr Hárfagri’s time, when Iceland was colonised. In another 

example, it is told in Íslendingabók that Bishop Ísleifr was consecrated “in 

the days of King Haraldr of Norway, son of Sigurðr, son of Hálfdan, son of 

Sigurðr Bastard, son of Haraldr the Fine-Haired”47. From reading the same 

source we are also informed that Kolbeinn Flosason became lawspeaker the 

year “King Haraldr fell in England”48, i.e. 1066, and that Bishop Ísleifr 

passed away “eighty years after the fall of Óláfr Tryggvason”49, that Bishop 

Gizzur “was consecrated bishop at the request of his countrymen in the 

days of King Óláfr Haraldsson”50.  

 

Closing observations 

Such examples prove how important it was for Ari to establish a 

connection back to one of the most venerated Norwegian kings, the unifier 

of Norway, Haraldr Hárfagri, during the time of which the kingdom was 

formed simultaneously with the colonisation. Therefore, the author does 

not seem to share the idea that the colonists came to Iceland as a result of 

the Norwegian king’s tyranny, otherwise less reference would have been 

made to royal dynasty. It might seem obvious that a population of colonists 

should refer to the leaders of the country their ancestors were born in, but 

in the Middle Ages the reference to the ruling years of other monarchs 

were always done as part of a political recognition of their authority and 

never without carrying a political message. For example, the early Popes of 

                                                 
46 “En hann andaðist á inu sama ári ok Óláfr inn digri fell Haraldssonr, Goðröðarsonar, 
Bjarnarsonar, Haraldssonar ins hárfagra, þremr tigum vetra síðar en Óláfr felli 
Tryggvasonr” Íslendingabók, chapter VIII. 
47 “…á dögum Haralds Norvegskonungs Sigurðarsonar, Hálfdanarsonar, Sigurðarsonar 
hrísa, Haraldssonar ins hárfagra.” Íslendingabók, chapter IX. 
48 Íslendingabók, chapter IX. 
49 Ibid. 
50 Ibid., chapter X. 
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Rome that came from Greece (in the period roughly from 678 to 752) 

sometimes dated their letters using the regnal years of the Emperor in 

Constantinople,51 whose approval they required in order to be ordained, 

much like various Icelandic goði or bishops, who received the mandate to 

Christianize their country or the approval of their ordination from the 

Norwegian king, in a similar relation of dependence. Possible counter-

arguments might include the fact that Ari refers not only to Norwegian 

kings but also to Popes and to English monarchs like King Edmund (the 

Martyr, ca. 855-869) as well as to the Emperors of Constantinople, Alexios I 

Komnenos (1056-1118) and Phocas (602-610), and to the first King of 

Jerusalem, Baldwin I (1100-1118) and Patriarch Arnulf of Jerusalem (1099, 

1112-1118) too. For example, at the end of chapter VII it is stated that: 

 

 Bishop Gizurr died thirty nights later in Skálaholt on the 

third day of the week, the fifth [day] before the calends of June. 

In the same year Pope Paschal II died before Bishop Gizurr, as 

did Baldwin king of Jerusalem and Arnulf patriarch in Jerusalem, and 

Philip king of the Swedes and, later the same summer, Alexius king of 

the Greeks; he had then sat on the throne in Miklagarðr for thirty-

eight years. And two years later a new lunar cycle began. 

Eysteinn and Sigurðr had then been kings in Norway for 

seventeen years after their father Magnús, son of Óláfr Haraldsson. 

That was 120 years after the fall of Óláfr Tryggvason, and 250 years 

after the killing of Edmund, king of the Angles, and 516 years after the 

death of Pope Gregory, who brought Christianity to England, 

according to what has been reckoned. And he died in the second year 

of the reign of the Emperor Phocas, 604 years after the birth of Christ 

by the common method of reckoning. That makes 1120 years 

altogether.52 

 

This probably stems from the ecclesiastical character of Íslendingabók 

or possibly from the desire of Ari to write a pompous ending to his book, 

an expression of his sagacity, as he would later be called fróði. Probably the 

                                                 
51 Andrew J. Ekonomou, Byzantine Rome and the Greek Popes: Eastern influences on Rome and 
the papacy from Gregory the Great to Zacharias, A.D. 590–752 (Lexington Books, 2007), 218. Also 
see Rosamond McKitterick, “The Papacy and Byzantium in the Seventh and Early Eight-
century sections of the Liber Pontificalis” Papers of the British School at Rome 84 (2016), 241–
273. 
52 Íslendingabók, chapter VII. 
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first reason is the one that bears the greater weight. Looking at this gallery 

of leaders mentioned in Íslendingabók, Historian Poul Skårup suspects that 

the writer’s inspiration came from a version of Fulcher of Chartres’s 

Historia Hierosolymitana53, which contains references to Alexios I, Baldwin I 

and Patriarch Arnulf of Jerusalem54 (this chronicle is one of the most 

appreciated chronicles of the First Crusade, written by Fulcher of Chartres, 

who was a participant in the event, it is considered rather accurate and it is 

thought that it remains one of the most important sources for 

contemporaries as well). The reference to King Edmund the Martyr – who 

ruled East Anglia but little is known about his reign from the Anglo-Saxon 

Chronicle other than he fell victim to Viking raids, suggesting he might 

have been mentioned as an ecclesiastical figure who was greatly venerated 

in church tradition in the North55 – may be considered surprising, while, 

for instance, Emperor Alexios I Comnenos is well-known in Old Norse 

literature as Kirjalax (Gr. kyrios, κύριος = Lord), has a saga dedicated to 

him (Kirjalax saga56) and is remembered for having received King Eiríkr the 

Good (of Denmark) and King Sigurðr Jórsalafari in Miklagarðr 

(Constantinople).  

                                                 
53 See Edward Peters (ed.), The First Crusade (Philadelphia: Philadelphia University Press, 
1971). 
54 Poul Skårup, “Ari frodes dødsliste for året 1118” Opuscula, 6 (1979), 18-23 apud Grønlie, 
30. 
55 Also known as St. Edmund, he was King of East Anglia from circa 855 to his death on 20 
November 869 (when the king was allegedly slain by Ivar the Boneless and his brother Ubba 
after refusing to give up his faith in Christ). The cult of St. Edmund was revived after the 
10th century with hagiographies such as Passio Sancti Eadmundi by Abbo of Fleury or legends 
like De Infantia Sancti Edmundi by Geoffrey of Wells greatly contributing to St. Edmund 
being worshipped as a martyr and to the creation of his image as a sacral king through his 
example of faith, sacrifice and sense of duty at the early age of 29 when he was martyred. 
Mark Taylor, Edmund: the Untold Story of the Martyr-King and His Kingdom (Fordaro, 2013), 
27-43. 
56 See Rory McTurk, A Companion to Old Norse-Icelandic Literature and Culture (Victoria: 
Blackwell Publishing, 2005), 198-199. 
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Figure 5. Bishop Jón Ögmundsson of Hólar (1052-1121) in one of the few 

illustrations of an early medieval Icelandic bishop. Source: 

http://www.katolsk.no/biografier/historisk/jholar  

The power of the Norwegian king is to a great extent never contested in 

Íslendingabók, which supports the argument that from the point of view of 

political ideology, the source does not fail to appear as a declaration of faith 

to the Norwegian throne. For instance, Ari explains that, in the beginning, 

King Haraldr Hárfagri had the power to impose a tax of five ounces of 

silver on those who travelled to Iceland57. The demeanour of the king is not 

commented or contested in any way, such as, for example, would be the 

case in other sources.  

 

  

                                                 
57 Íslendingabók, chapter I. 

http://www.katolsk.no/biografier/historisk/jholar
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